CORNER RECORD (SEARCH) Tract or Cor. Ref. PSM 150.4
T 38N R. 8W Seco County Tillamook

Meridian Wilmot Siuslaw State Oregon

CORNER DESCRIPTION

CONER MONUMENT FOUND. Found pole on old tail as per
records. All scribing was missing for the SW, NE & SE
lots but distance and bearing were good. Found slabs
laying at base of NW lots with "K" blazed on face and
faint T3. Found 4 new BTs that L. Whitmore scribed in
1963. Found pitch scribed TWP Cor slab of Whitmore's.

CRNER LOCATION RELATIVE TO NEAR-BY FEATURES, ALSO HOW TO REACH CORNER
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CORNER RECORD (PERPETUATION)

true corner, position, set a 2"x30" iron pipe with brass cap

ACCESSORIES

A fir snag brs. 510.7 14.5' - orig. scribing gone
A fir snag brs. N60°E 9.9' (orig) faint scribing
A fir snag brs. N26.5 59.4' - orig. scribing missing
A fir snag brs. 537°E 102.3' - orig. scribing missing
A 35" fir brs. N3°W 72.3 ft - face healed (Whitmore's)
A 21" alder brs. east 27.0 ft (Whitmore's)
A 37" fir brs. S51°E 70.0 ft - face healed (Whitmore's)
A 27" fir brs. S51°W 55.0 ft - face healed (Whitmore's)

Work Done By Mccullough & Brey Title

Certified Cor. Record Prepared? Yes No

Deposited pitch &
by brass cap and c
steel post as per
F.S. instructions.